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[cool, ambient music fades in] 
 
00:05 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them):  Hi everybody, welcome to 
Envisioning Queer Justice Podcast, and I’m one of your hosts, Sam Koltes. I use 
she/her and they/them pronouns. I’m a white, queer, Leo, femme. I’m passionate 
about good food, good sleep, and good stories, and I guess good love. I'm really glad 
you're here. 
 
00:28 Envisioning Queer Justice Podcast is a youth-led podcast where our goal is to 
transform stagnant ideas of justice into something more real, more tangible, and 
much more creative. Through conversation with people in the queer community, we 
seek to use firsthand experience to find new ways to disrupt punitive and 
exclusionary conceptions of justice, and uplift people in the queer community who 
envision justice as healing, creation, and transformation. 
 
00:59 Before we introduce our guests, we're going to give a land and enslavement 
acknowledgement, which has been shaped by many voices, but we want to 
specifically name Dr. Raj Sethuraju, who is going to be featured on this podcast. 
 
01:13 I want to acknowledge that, no matter where most of us are currently located in 
the United States, we - most of us - spend today and every day on land stolen from 
Indigenous people and cultivated by enslaved community. It is essential to 
understand the long-standing history that has brought us to reside and benefit from 
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this land, and to seek to understand our place within the history of genocide, 
enslavement, settler colonialism, and racism. 
 
01:45 Land and enslavement acknowledgments do not exist in the past tense, or 
historical context. Settler colonialism and white supremacist ideology is a current, 
ongoing, and cultural and systemic knee, and we need to build the mindfulness of 
our present participation in the placement of that knee. 
 
02:05 And just a reminder, land acknowledgments are not meaningful without 
intentional actions, so learn more about how you can constructively help to disrupt 
ongoing colonization, and in the show notes we offer some Indigenous led 
organizations for you to donate to or uplift, including Honor the Earth, the NDN 
Collective, and the Black Hills Bail and Legal Defense Fund. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
 
02:33 Today, I have the honor and pleasure of speaking with Dr. Raj Sethuraju, who 
uses he/him and they/them pronouns. Raj and I see each other in several different 
spaces, and he's somebody who I feel… [pause] like I see as a mentor of sorts. Just a 
really, really beautiful person to be in relationship with, and in conversation with. Dr. 
Raj identifies himself as a recovering criminologist, alcoholic, and survivor of sexual 
abuse, with over twenty years of community-based activism as a researcher and 
educator. Inspired by the resilience of our youth and people in our prison system, he 
trains school staff, probation agents, community members, and justice personnel on 
restorative practices, trauma and healing, values-centered leadership, 
community-building and unpacking implicit biases, and raising consciousness 
utilizing restorative practices. In his latest, Dr. Raj explores the depths of our justice 
system, and creates a framework in which consciousness becomes the roots of our 
practices. 
 
03:46 To ground our conversation, I want to share a grounding meditation exercise 
read by Dr. Raj. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
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03:58 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): I want to invite those who are watching 
this video, to come into this space gently, and if you will, just be present. I want to 
invite you to- [cuts off] If you aren’t seated, please sit down and let yourself sink into 
that chair, and gently close your eyes and start focusing on your breath, and not let 
any of the distractions that are coming through, and try to block them. Let it be! Let 
it be present. The sounds that you are hearing around you, let it be present, and just 
focus on your breath, and center yourself using that breathing, that intake of oxygen. 
Fully [long inhale] fill that lung capacity, and gently release it, and try as much as 
possible, just empty the lungs. And then take another deep breath [inhale] and 
empty it [long exhale]. The whole time, make sure you’re engaging your diaphragm, 
let your belly rise and fall as you breathe in and breathe out. 
 
05:32 I want you to continue breathing. I’m going to share a reading with you while 
you’re focused and centering yourself: “Don't try to see through the distances.” This 
is by the Sufi poet Rumi in his work in Unseen Rain.  
 
05:57 Rumi says: 

“Keep walking, though there’s no place to get to.  
“Don’t try to see through the distances.  
“That’s not for human beings. Move within, 
“But don’t move the way fear makes you move.” 

 
06:19 I’m going to read it again: 

“Keep walking, though there’s no place to get to.  
“Don’t try to see through the distances.  
“That’s not for human beings. Move within, 
“But don’t move the way fear makes you move.” 

 
06:42 So, the teaching for us is stop trying to predict the future. The invitation is for 
us to stay here, in this moment, in this space, and do the work here, so the future is 
informed by what you do today. Our future does not exist without your present, and 
so- [cuts off] and when you start to stay present, you focus on the work that needs to 
be done so that the generations to come will benefit from the work you do today,. 
And don’t move… [pause] by fear. Fear only allows us to react. And I want to invite 
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you to reflect and respond, not act, and react. So, let’s listen to that, and be present 
as you listen to this interview. Appreciate you. Thank you. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in] 
 
08:07 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Now let's get on to the 
conversation about restorative justice with Raj. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
 
08:15 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Well thank you, Sam. So, like you said, I… 
I go [by] Raj, and, y’know, my gender pronouns are he/him/they. I… I do a lot of work 
in the community, on circle process, healing, equity work, and also on restorative 
practices. It’s part and parts of the way I come to spaces. So, for me, this is not 
something that is new or different. This is a way of being, and I always try and figure 
out how to bring that collective thought through the processes that have been kind 
of generously loaned to us [Sam affirms] from various Indigenous traditions. So, 
everything I do, I think in that direction, even in, even in zoom spaces. I think… 
[pause] In circles, like who's going, how's the conversation going. So, even if we’ve 
moved platforms, from in-person to zoom spaces, the… the way of being doesn't 
have to change, it doesn't have to change. And so… so when you say, you know, 
queer justice, I'm often, you know… [pause] 
 
Think through like how groups and communities in our society have been 
oppressed and undermined. And so, when people ask to fight for that framework of 
justice, I often hear, like, people want to be heard, people want to be seen, people 
want to be embraced. A combination of all of these things equals to love, right? 
[Sam affirms] So how do we, how do we show love? How do we show love? And so… 
so this work is important, this work is important. I do this in… in so many different 
places, so many different places. But with all of that, informed by that whole idea of 
to be seen, to be heard, to be… to be loved, to be embraced. [Sam affirms] So yeah. 
 
11:12 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Okay, and that, I mean, that, to 
me, fits… fits with my sense of queer justice and conversations that I've had before, 
and it's just sort of like a… [pause] element of all justice spaces, is- [cuts off] I feel like 
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love is a very central value. [pause] Your perspective on justice, I think is- [cuts off] 
And you’ve already spoken to it. I think, for people who are listening, who came to 
the podcast because they are understanding that it's framed in queerness, maybe 
they don't have a super strong understanding of what restorative justice and 
restorative practices is and are. Would you want to talk a little bit about what that is, 
from your perspective, and maybe some of the Indigenous roots of it, if you feel 
comfortable speaking from that lens? 
 
12:15 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Sure! Thanks for asking that question, 
Sam. I think for me- [cuts off] You know… what we have done, in terms of our 
writings, for the most part, since the 1970s, we have always taken the criminal justice 
system and juxtaposed that with restorative practices and… [Sam affirms] and thus, 
we have qualified it as, like… as a counter to the criminal justice system, and… and 
what that does is that it takes away the power of this process, the depth of this 
process. [Sam affirms] So many of us are trying to reclaim that, just like the idea of 
reclaiming names, right? Like today, “queer” is… is something that has to be 
reclaimed, because you modified it, you created the… the criminalization of that 
word, [Sam affirms] and stigmatized that term. And we're going to claim that back, 
claim that. 
 
And for me, we have to claim this process because it is… it is thousands of years of 
evolution that created this practice, [Sam affirms] and to say that, “Oh this is just a 
different way of doing the same work.” No, it’s not a different way of doing the same 
work. [Sam affirms] We're talking about… repairing of harm. We're talking about 
inviting the persons who have caused a harm, the person who was harmed, and a 
larger community that was harmed that, also, in the process of being in this… in this 
conversation starts to say, “Why… why did I miss this? What could I have done that 
would have stopped this person from causing the harm?” [Sam affirms] Rather, [the] 
criminal justice system is nowhere near that… nowhere near that. To juxtapose this is 
sort of like… it limits the depth of this process and this practice and its evolution to 
where we are. [Sam affirms] 
 
14:42 So, for me, restorative practices, restorative justice can be… can be a framework 
that can help people come to the table to address all kinds of different… subject 
matter. They can come to talk about implicit, explicit biases, racism. Because racism 
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has harmed all of us! [Sam affirms] It’s not a topic, it’s not… it's not a defined term, it's 
not sociology, [Sam affirms] or psychology… it is harm! Right? So, if we don't… if we 
don't take that and understand it as a harm, we… we are losing! [Sam affirms] That's 
why the framework of restorative practice is so beautiful. It's like, “Wait… racism 
causes harm!” Right? In this situation, the harm was done by this person and the 
harm was done to this person. But in the larger narrative, the harm is being done to 
all of us. That's it. It separates us, it… it pits us against each other… So restorative 
practices has that ability, a platform, allows to- [cuts off] for all of these voices to 
come together so that we can start to gravitate from doing the downstream work to 
the upstream work. [Sam affirms] Because [the] criminal justice system is all about 
downstream work. [Sam affirms] And many of other systems are built to do 
downstream work. And you and I are trained to do that, we become experts in that. 
Even… even the medical field, there's a lot of emergencies and urgencies, as opposed 
to doing the important work. The important work is the upstream work, the 
emergencies and urgency work that we tend to do, trained to do, are all 
downstream. 
 
Again, it’s all how it’s limited us, so restorative practices allow us to get to that 
upstream and say, “What did we need to do here to heal, to repair the harm?” So… so 
whoever is listening to this, I hope you… you get the sense that there’s an expansive 
understanding, a generous understanding of restorative practices that is that is 
required for us to be really rooted in this, because we need to be thinking in the 
larger context as a, as a community; relationships… And not in the sense of, like, 
correcting the wrong. [Sam affirms] This is the truth, this is false. We… we are not two 
sides of a coin, right? I refuse to be two sides of a coin! This is not a dualism. So, we… 
we really- [cuts off] I hope they will… will get the message is, like, the complexity, and 
yet the simplicity of the process. [Sam affirms] It’s complex, but it’s simple, right? We 
could invite communities, sit with each other, talk about policies, even, in that way, 
bringing all of these different perspectives and say, “How do we form a communal 
policy to help address harm done by agencies like law enforcement?” We can do 
that! Right. We're going to do that. 
 
18:49 The charter… this Minneapolis charter is coming up, I'm going to do a 
restorative circle [Sam affirms] with one of the ne- [audio cuts out] …just went and 
visited with them this morning. We're going to sit down on Saturday in circles and 
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talk about… people who are pro-police or abolishing police, people who are 
somewhere in between, people who are scared. We’re going to bring ‘em – all of ‘em 
– and we’re going to sit down and say, “Okay, what do we want?” [Sam affirms] And 
then were going to collectively take that response back to the City Council, and say, 
“this is what the community wants.” And I bet you it will not be a clear answer that’s 
like “Abolish!” [Sam affirms] [Raj chuckles] That's the… that's the complexity, that's 
the messiness of this work. That's the messiness, and yet it’s so simple. It's about- 
[cuts off] it’s all based on relationship, it’s all based on conversations, it's all based on 
listening, learning, it's… it's human, at the end of the day. And then putting, like, no 
longer making it a statistics, but a relatable construct. So, I hope… I hope it helps… to 
listen. 
 
20:19 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Yeah, I… I mean I hope so too, I 
think. I was going to ask for more clarification about what upstream means, but I 
think you addressed it by talking more about that it's not a transactional process, it is 
about ongoing relationship building and relationship building prior to emergency. 
And I guess that was kind of my- [cuts off] going to be my follow up question was 
framed in the midst of uprisings following the murder of George Floyd on Memorial 
Day, and we are in the middle of a pandemic, which is making super clear who 
systems prioritize and who they exclude and leave hanging to deal with natural 
disasters, essentially on their own, in very murderous ways. And I guess, what is the 
role of restorative practices, given that context – you sort of already started to 
address that, but maybe there's more to say? 
 
21:21 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah, I mean, thank you for bringing 
COVID. COVID-19 has definitely shine a light on who are disproportionally being 
harmed. Yes, there's an age category to it, but there's also a racial… category that 
clearly says that these communities, have been oppressed, subjected to 
enslavement, subjected to mass incarceration, subjected to Jim Crow. [Sam affirms] 
and all of that has led to them also disproportionately dying as a result of this virus. 
And if people can’t see that, we have a lot of work to do, then. [Sam chuckles in 
agreement] 
 
If you cannot see that oppression, enslavement, Jim Crow practices, and mass 
incarceration, housing discrimination, health disparities… all of that have contributed 
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to the disproportional death of people of color, especially Black population, then… 
then we… we have failed… we have failed. And so, the upstream work is that, “Okay, 
let's… let's talk about that, right here in the downstream, so how could we figure out 
to allocate resources so our communities are staying healthy?” Apart from the PPE, 
protective, whatever gears that we- [cuts off] they need, but we also need to go 
upstream and say, “Okay, what about the food shortage?” [Sam affirms] “What 
about the food desert? What about the absence of basic health care?” [Sam affirms] 
And a lot of our poorer communities, especially Black and Brown communities, wait 
until they get an emergency, urgency, then an ambulance comes… They go for the 
hospital, and they are treated in such a way, because they're indigent. And so, 
hospitals are, like, giving them minimum care, [Sam affirms] even in these 
emergency spaces, and then letting them go! You’re like, “Wow… We got a lot of 
mess to work here. We see the bodies floating, we need to pull them out, we need to 
resuscitate, we need to work with the community. But man, we got work to do here.” 
And I… I think that that's the restorative understanding of the impact of these 
diseases like this, or illnesses like this, right? [Inaudible] will do it in many other ways. 
 
24:19 So, the upstream work is about policies, the upstream work is about [Sam 
affirms] sitting down in circles and saying, “If I put this in place, who will get hurt?” 
[Sam affirms] Did we ever ask that kind of questions? We are not asking that kind of 
questions, right? We do a bunch of surveys. “Oh! 70% of the people say they like this. 
90%... 90- [cuts off] what is that? 95% of the people in Minnesota love the police.” 
[Sam affirms] Okay! Good! But if we really do the upstream work of bringing people 
in circles and say, “So tell me about your encounters,” and you will see, 
disproportionately, people of color, especially Black and Native communities, and 
Latinx communities, have been disproportionately policed. And so, their experience, 
then, should say, “Okay wait, we can’t just continue policing like this, y’all. We’ve got 
to change this.” We can’t go by the stats… Stats says people love the police. [Sam 
affirms] But here, there's a community that has been oppressed. So, we- [cuts off] 
the upstream work really requires us to be in relationship with people. People who 
have been left out of the… of the… [audio cuts out] analysis. And so… so bringing their 
voices in circles and allowing them to be free to share [Sam affirms] what is going on 
for them, that’s… that's hard work. And it is also necessary work. 
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26:23 But we've been trained, Sam- [cuts off] I mean you and I have bought into it, 
right? “Oh, there’s trouble? Kids fighting? Okay, let’s do a restorative circle.” Yes? 
Right? [Sam affirms “Yep, yep.”] We do. And… and my question after this, “Okay. 
Okay, I'm gonna come, let's do that,” [Sam affirms] “Let's do that. Let me- [cuts off] 
Can I talk to the administrators?” [Sam affirms] “Why do you wanna talk to the 
administrators?” I say, “I want to see your policies! I wanna know… what did you do to 
welcome these young people in school?” They’re like, “That… that has nothing to do 
with the fight.” I’m like “Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa! That has everything 
to do with the fight.” And they’re like, “Well, I dunno, they had beef outside of here.” 
“Okay, but what did you do here? When they walk into this building, how were they 
received?” [Sam affirms] “How were they talked to, and with, and worked with?” 
[Sam affirms] And they are like, “Uh, uh, I don’t understand, what are you trying to 
say? Because we're trying to run a school here…” Like that's the kind of things that 
you often get. [Sam affirms] So… so yeah, I… I think that the… the upstream work in 
this… in this… in restorative practices, that invites ourselves to the upstream to do the 
upstream work. But we have limited that scope. Many nonprofits have limited their 
scope… Many governmental agencies have limited the scope… [Sam affirms] And… 
and so we are…. we are seeing the… the results of that today, and so… 
 
28:23 You know- [cuts off] I’ll say one other thing, Sam. [Sam affirms] You know, just 
even the oppression of… of gender, sexual orientation, along with racial groupings. 
All of these have themes, like [Sam affirms] certain themes, and the theme is that 
some things are centered, and then other things are marginalized. [Sam affirms] The 
centering of certain narratives have led to the marginalization of others. And this is 
informed [hands clap] by [hands clap] whiteness [hands clap]. Not white [hands 
clap] people [hands clap], but whiteness [hands clap], [Sam affirms] and this 
construct of whiteness that has de-centered others and centered itself. So, in that 
centering, they've said that, “There's a certain way of… of being in relationship with 
one another. And that looks like this way.” [Sam affirms] [inaudible] “Okay, but isn't, 
like, love, the value of love [hands clap three times] is what dictates relationship?” 
“Oh no, no, no, no, no… What dictates relationship is what's between your legs.” [Sam 
affirms] Oh, [inaudible] doesn’t comport well, right? You’re like “Wow…” And those of 
us who are forced to buy into this tend to also [be] marginalized communities that 
fall here. [Sam affirms] Because we’ve said “Oh now we have- This is our standard, 
right? The standard is, you have smaller families.” And Somali families or Latino 
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families have seven kids, or six kids, or five kids, [inaudible] “What’s wrong with 
them?” [Sam affirms] Because the idea of whiteness now is small family, this is 
family friendly… Whiteness is all [hands clap] about [hands clap] that. “Big families? 
Oh, that's for the farmers, you know, that’s… that’s for the old [inaudible].” [Sam 
affirms] But for us today, this is whiteness. So, it’s ev- [cuts off] it’s always moving, it’s 
always moving, that center and… And I think we- [cuts off] when we do justice work 
it's about de-centering that. [Sam affirms] Not just about that harm that was done to 
repair, but it’s decentering. If we don't work through it [inaudible] we will continue. 
Twenty years from now, come back to the same thing.  
 
31:03 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right. 
 
34:05 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah… 
 
31:06 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right. It's… And… and I think like 
what I've noticed about… having something centered and having people 
marginalized, is that different things happen when people get in closer proximity to 
what is centered. And that shows up in so many ways that cause harm [Raj affirms] 
that are insidious to me. 
 
31:33 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Well yeah. I mean, we… we know of 
suicides, right? [Sam affirms] Transgender communities and… queer communities… 
LGBT communities have… have its share of death as a result of that de-centeredness, 
that marginalization of the voices. [Sam affirms] It’s… as a result of these standards 
that we have established. I mean, taking their lives! And you’re like, “What’s up with 
that? Like why… how do we repair that harm? [Sam affirms] How do we repair that 
harm?” We can't repair the harm which is done doing downstream work, “Oh, you 
know… You shouldn’t have called him or her or them this terms, I mean, that’s very 
offensive...” Okay, good! Let’s repair that harm. Where is this coming from? [Sam 
affirms] I wanna go up here and say “So, what does our… What does our policy says? 
Oh wait, what does our bathrooms look like?” [Sam affirms] And they’re like “Oh, no, 
no, no, no, no, you don’t go there, you don't question those things. That's… that's… 
that's the way we are. We just wanna repair this harm.” [inaudible], [tsk] okay, that… 
that doesn’t… [laughs] doesn’t speak to restoring the community, that only speaks to 
you acting out of emergencies and urgencies. [Sam affirms] You’re not centering the 
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value of love, which then makes that work, the upstream work being put. [Sam 
affirms] So instead, we just do downstream work, and then… and then try to say, 
“Sam, aren’t you happy? We repaired this!” 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right! 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): “Sam, be happy now, come on!” 
 
33:33 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): “Girl, why are you having 
another problem?” [Raj affirms] “Why- [cuts off] what's… what's wrong with you that 
you're having another problem?” [Raj affirms] 
 
34:08 Mmm. Mmhmm. [pause] Mmm. 33:47 Let's see. Where should we go next with 
this? I mean, I think it's… it's really interesting to me to like weave into different 
places and experiences, because they sort of follow- [cuts off] they track similarly 
differing identities. Obviously not all follow the same pathway. But I guess maybe the 
next place we want to go with this conversation is when we're thinking, like, really 
creatively about the future of restorative practice, in multiple contexts, what is your, 
like, best hope? 
 
34:39 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): So I, for me, you know, I don’t know if it’s 
hope or it’s faith, right? It’s… [Sam affirms] I… I am both hopeful and faithful with the 
idea that we will get to connecting with our humanity. And disenfranchising from 
our humanity allows us to be… be indifferent. [Sam affirms] And… and I’m hopeful, as 
I see people- [cuts off] and people, I’ve heard some places where they say, “The 
opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference.” [Sam affirms] When you're indifferent, 
you allow for the harm to perpetuate; you allow for the policies that cause the harm 
to perpetuate; you allow for people [to] place the knee on people’s neck. [Sam 
affirms] And you’re like, “Well, you know, they’re just trying to do their work. They’re 
just trying to do the work.” And so, my hope is that we will move out of that 
indifferent arena, space, and say, “I need to continue to dig deeper and understand 
where I'm coming from. What has… what has informed me? What are my 
prejudices? Biases? What are my values, and where do… where do my actions sit in 
relationship with my values?” [Sam affirms] [inaudible] this far, then there's 
something wrong, then I’m… I'm totally and always indifferent. [Sam affirms] 
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Because I'm like no, no, no this is this a job, this is my value. And I never bring this 
together and say, “wait this doesn't sit well… doesn't sit well, therefore I need to do 
something about it.” Right, but if we… we are[n’t] taught to do this on a regular basis, 
indifference just creeps up. [Sam affirms] Be like, “Eh, no, no, no, they'll be fine, I 
mean, this is school, they know what to do… It’s law enforcement, they’re stopping 
them, something must be wrong…” [Sam affirms] That's the indifference, you just 
drive on by. And so, we have a lot out for that to really creep up into our narratives. 
 
37:34 So, I'm hopeful that we will continue to take that… take down the indifferences, 
the- [cuts off] Hate, I’m like “At least I know where you stand, bro! I know what your 
values are and where you stand! Cool.” [Sam affirms] I… but, man, I… I have a hard 
time with indifference, like... People- [cuts off] indifferent people are like, resistance, 
resistant to change. They don't know what to change, they don't… they don't care 
about the change. The defiant group knows that change has to happen, but don't 
want to change. [Sam affirms] But [inaudible] this resistance group, man, they’ll be 
like, “Well, when I go into my neighborhood, everything's fine!” [Sam affirms] “I’m 
just… I’m just gonna leave.” [Sam affirms] “So I’m gonna drive from here, come to 
work, do my work, and I’m gonna leave!” And too many of us do that, right, like 
doctors do that… They don’t- [cuts off] most of them, unless it's a private practice, 
most of them who work in our state hospitals drive to their work, do their work, and 
then leave. And they wonder like, “Oh, why am I seeing so many gunshot wounds in 
my… in the emergency ward?” [Sam affirms] Unless you're a person who will say 
“Wait a minute, [this] doesn't sit well with my… my values… My training says, ‘I need 
to just stitch him up, take the… the bullet, if it is there… Fix them.’” [Sam affirms] “But 
my value says, ‘Is this the kind of society I’m in? Wait a minute, wait a minute, wait a 
minute…’” Now I’m like “Wait, I need to, like, take this on. I need to step outside of the 
emergency ward and look in my community and say, ‘What's going on?’” [Sam 
affirms] “‘What's going on? Where are, like- [cuts off] why are these brothers getting 
shot? Why are these sisters getting shot? Wow. There are things that I'm missing!’” 
[Sam affirms] 
 
39:59 So now you go from that downstream work to the upstream work, and you 
check your indifference now, you’re like, “No more, can’t be indifferent. My training 
made me indifferent, my values need to bring us together and check that 
indifference.” So that's where I- [cuts off] that… that is one of the things, Sam, like, we 
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don’t do a good job in our- [cuts off] in a lot of our trainings. [Sam affirms] Value… the 
values setting, the tables, the plates that we do. [Sam affirms] it is such a crucial part 
of restorative practices and… [pause] you know- [cuts off] I mean, I, sometimes, like, 
want to spend an entire day on just… just that. [Sam affirms] But I think too many 
books, “Oh, you just do a value exercise and you just have a plate!” [Sam affirms] I’m 
like, “Dude! Come on, homie! That’s not what this is about! This is this is what 
anchors us to restorative work.” [Sam affirms] Otherwise, it's no different from just 
doing criminal justice work. 
 
41:24 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): right, right. 
 
41:28 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): So, I'm going to shut up right now. 
 
41:29 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): No! It's… Thank you, because 
that- [cuts off] for continuing, because I think the… the piece that feels missing 
sometimes is… is making the connection between, like, what's already present for 
people. And… and I think that when… The process will do what the process does, in 
my opinion, and… and that, unless you can connect it to what moves people, nothing 
will happen. And… So, I guess, maybe something… a question that I didn't have 
planned, Raj, but that I'm wondering a little bit about is, for you, how do you… Harm- 
[cuts off] harm sh- [cuts off] it feels like harm should be enough to move people. How 
do you feel like… like, involving stamina, or like, maintaining that energy to continue 
being in relationship and showing upstream, how do you think that takes place, or 
becomes… 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): [crosstalk] yeah, I- 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): becomes part of the- [cuts off] You 
know what I'm trying to say? 
 
42:39 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Well, I… Yeah, I think I get the essence of 
what- [cuts off] where you were going with this, [Sam affirms] and I love this 
question because I, you know, you- [cuts off] Representative [John] Lewis died on- 
[cuts off] over the weekend, 
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Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): [sighs] hmm 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): John Lewis, 80 years old, pancreatic cancer… 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): [sighs] [pause] Mmm, sorry. 
 
42:59 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): This brother has been in the trenches, 
got beat up by… by so-called “law enforcement” on the… on the bridge, stood up, and 
kept walking… and kept walking. The… the, you know, the… the communities in… in 
New York stood up against police violence. Stonewall… I mean these are, this is- [cuts 
off] it’s not a revolutionary place, they went there to have some fun! [Sam affirms] 
But… but they stood up and took the beating; many of them were killed, many of 
them were hurt. They had to then say, “No longer! We're gonna march!” These are 
giants… these are giants who stood up for our rights [Sam affirms] and our way of 
being. And so, when I- [cuts off] For me, those narratives are so important because 
they keep me alive, they keep my passion alive [Sam affirms] for this work, because I 
am reminded on… on a regular basis, that these men, women, and others stood up 
against odds, and now they allow me to sit on their shoulders. And so… and the only 
way I can say that is to stop rationalizing and say[ing], “Well you know. They were 
beat up by cops, that’s why they… they fought. They didn't think about changing the 
narratives.” I don’t know, I think they were passionate about the cause for justice. 
And, because they were passionate, they were informed by this, not just here. [Sam 
affirms] They stood in front of the tanks, in front of the batons, in front of the dogs, in 
front of the fire hose. They were willing to take the prisons and the jails. And when 
they did all this stuff, they did it informed by their passion, by their depth, that 
breath, that emotional breath. [Sam affirms] 
 
45:41 For me, staying there is important, that helps me to sustain my work… sustain 
my work. And then being in a space where you're constantly processing your values, 
you don't say, “Oh this is my value. You know what, it just stay... stay the same.” [Sam 
affirms] You should take, like, a science approach. Science says that nothing is 
indefinite, you just have to constantly test the hypothesis, test so that you are 
evolving with the change. And you can’t just say, “You know what…” [cuts off] What is 
that scientist, this morning said, “Just because we told you, ‘[The] general public 
doesn't need to wear a mask,’ we're going to, like, stick to it.” Like what kind of 
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rationale is that? “Well, two months ago you said ‘we don't need masks.’” Well, two 
months ago we didn't have the research. 
 
46:44 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right. You know better now. 
 
46:48 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah! We continue to explore, and for 
me, values are like that, you need to explore your values on a regular basis. And that 
sustains me. [Sam affirms] And then being in relationship with a lot of people who 
are… who are working in the trenches… who are working in the trenches. And, you 
know, Sam, you… you're one of my sheroes… heroes and theyroes. Because you're in 
the trenches, you know? Conner, right? Natasha, right? [Sam affirms] Brenda, right? 
[Sam affirms] I mean, Dominique, right? 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right. 
 
47:32 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): The- [cuts off] people who are doing this 
work, because they- [cuts off] It's heart work, not hard work. [Sam affirms] It's heart 
work. It's not hard work. So, when you when you are with that kind of spiritual 
beings, it's… it’s easy to stay, keep your stamina, but it's when you disenfranchise and 
move away, is when you start to, like, become indifferent and [Sam affirms] you want 
to, like, act and react, as opposed to reflect and respond. I think those things drain 
you, when you… when you act and react, it drains you. So… so yeah, stamina is 
maintained with those things, and… on a- [cuts off] You know, from another basis is 
that, from another point of view, for me, is self-care is radical, you got to take care of 
yourself. [Sam affirms] That doesn’t mean that you dismiss other people, you say, 
“No, I can't do this, I can’t do that.” That's not what we mean by self-care. [What] we 
mean by self-care is like, “Am I… am I taking care of [my]self so I can show up, 
whether physically, spiritually, mentally, and emotionally? Am I addressing all of 
those chambers of my humanity so I can keep showing up?” 
 
49:11 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Mmm. Do you have a practice in 
place for yourself with that, what does that look like? 
 
49:17 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah, for me, you know, the physical 
part, do regular, kind of, exercises. The emotional part is staying in relationship with 
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others. [Sam affirms] The spiritual part is that- [cuts off] the value, being 
values-centered. [Sam affirms] And the mental health… mental health part is about… 
is… it's making sure food-wise you’re… you're eating, you're… you’re getting proper 
rest, and then you are also, kind of, not… not living in that emergency mode, because 
if you live in that emergency mode all the time, your mental health suffers. 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Yeah, yep 
 
50:10 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): And so, for me, try get away. Like, I’m 
like, I gotta think, “Upstream work, upstream work, upstream work.” I gotta think, 
“Important work, important work, important work.” I need to think, 
“Value-centeredness, value-centeredness.” And not just like putting band aids, 
pulling bodies out of the river. [Sam affirms] Which all needs to be done. I’ll do it 
every day. But I gotta sustain that by doing this work too. 
 
50:43 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Yes, yes. Mmm. (50:46) That's 
that one’s sitting with me, I like that a lot. And that doing both thing[s] I think is 
something that is really challenging for a lot of people because it's, like, this very- 
[cuts off] We're still trained to think in either/or ways, but there's ways to sustain the 
ability to go where you're needed, also. And I guess- [cuts off] so I think one of the 
questions that I was going to ask, that I want to hear more about, is how did you 
come to know that this is where you were supposed to be? And restorative practice: 
how did you come across it, and find it, then be like “[snaps fingers] This is right, this 
is what I'm… this is where I need to be?” 
 
51:44 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Oh, that’s another deep question. I 
mean, I, you know, I always remind myself, and… and when the opportunity or the… 
the need is there, I will say, “I'm a recovering alcoholic and a drug addict.”  “And… and 
[I] also have been sexually molested,” [Sam affirms] “and raped at a younger age.” 
[Sam affirms] And I saw myself doing things because it’s a job, it’s power, I want to 
advance myself. I had no idea how to conduct myself in, like, in relationship with 
people. [Sam affirms] [inaudible] I just, it was all like, all transactional relationships. 
[Sam affirms] I mean… and thought, even the topic of criminal justice, I thought it… 
thought it like I’m an authority, like “Ah, here’s my theory, here’s the… here’s what 
people say, here’s what I’ve read.” [Sam affirms] I’ve been there, I’ve done those 
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things. They didn't bring any joy. There was no love in that work. And I was always 
angry. [Sam affirms] And, so, I kind of, never- [cuts off] I… I don't do social drinking. 
[Sam affirms] I, yeah… shit-face[d]. [Sam affirms] That was… that was my… my style, 
right, when I drink, I get shit-faced, otherwise I don’t drink, like, now. I need to black 
out. I’ve been in so many places, you know, I should’ve died, like, a number of times. 
[Sam affirms] Car crash, to… falling out of a truck because I was so drunk. I’ve been in 
[a] coma. So, I- [cuts off] [Sam affirms] 
 
54:01 All of that, I think, came to a head when I realized I was about to lose two 
beautiful daughters. And that’s… that's when I realized, “Oh my god I… I can’t lose 
them.” I- [stumbles on words] you know, I ca- [cuts off] I, and I… I don't know if this 
will be he- [cuts off] you know, go… going to counseling will help me fix my anger 
issues. It… it may help for some people, and I really appreciate that. [Sam affirms] For 
me- [cuts off] And… and I’m speaking as a counselor, right, I'm a trained master’s 
degree in counseling! [Raj laughs] [Sam affirms] 
 
54:49 I think it works for some folks, it does! For many, if not just some. But, for me, it 
has always been about my community, like, I think I needed to be rooted in my 
community, I needed to explore what my values are. And when I started to do that, I 
realized like, “Oh, my teaching… Something is wrong with this teaching that I’m 
doing.” And then I started to have a different lens that all of these theories and 
things that I’ve been kind of just regurgitating. And that started to shift, I’m like, 
“Whoah, wait, what’s going on here?” And so, I dug deeper into the values and belief 
systems and, “What is- [cuts off] what is that?”  And realized that, I wish I was moving 
along in… in a different… moving along in a different direction. [I] started to hear 
people's narratives, people's [inaudible]. I’d go to protest marches and, you know, I've 
got lots of people saying, “Oh, why don’t you come and talk?” I'm like, “Man, I… I just 
came here to listen.” [Sam affirms] “Just need to listen.” And I began to not just listen 
to words, I began to listen to their emotions, their feelings, their pain. “Wow… There it 
is. If I can address their pain, I can help liberate them, but right now my practices are 
not addressing the pain, it is only addressing what's coming down the stream.” [Sam 
affirms] And so, [I] began to really work towards figuring out, [how] to bring the 
bodies back to the… to the upstream area and say, “Okay, who is this person here? 
What's going on with him, or her, or them, in this space?” 
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57:04 So yeah, I… You know, and it's a work in progress, and I'm like, [Sam affirms] I'm 
still struggling [Sam affirms] because I… I'm a sexist, I’m a racist, carry a lot of biases, 
[Sam affirms] I carry a lot of ways to degrade people who don’t- [cuts off] who are 
not centered in this… this heterosexual culture, this culture of whiteness, and culture 
of maleness. I’m still a product of that. [Sam affirms] I’m still a product of that. My 
values don't comport with it today, [Sam affirms] But my- [cuts off] I will… This 
culture will eat that value up like [snaps fingers] that. [Sam affirms] And I gotta be 
conscious of it. I gotta be conscious of it [gestures on-screen] here and [gestures 
on-screen] here. And that… that, you know, that… that dissonance is also healthy for 
me, I mean it is healthy for me. For some people it might not be, it might mess up 
their mental health. [Sam affirms] Actually my mental health is in a better place 
because I recognize that… that dissonance. [Sam affirms] So yeah, I… I hope I 
answered your question [inaudible]. 
 
58:42 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): You did! This story- [cuts off] I 
mean, first of all, I don't think I've said thank you enough during this conversation. 
Because I'm… like, we're moving through things and the parts of the conversation, 
but, I mean, you've been really generous, so, thank you. And I think you did answer it. 
And that, like, and- [cuts off] And I think that I'm somebody who's young and in the 
middle of learning a lot of things about myself and how I deal with things, and I 
think something that has been- [cuts off] maybe you haven't said explicitly but that 
has been come- [cuts off] become more clear in knowing you and in this 
conversation is that, one of the things you value is not ignoring or walking away from 
things, or like… like not relying on coping mechanisms to… to… make things okay, 
like… Like, you have to recognize the dissonance, you have to see the pain in order for 
it to be handled, and the coping mechanisms are something- [cuts off] or like the… 
the sense of comfort, like, right to comfort [Raj affirms] turns into its own problem in 
so many ways. It's something that I have sensed before in myself and in the people 
that I spend time around, and in the spaces that a lot of us occupy. So, I think I'm 
really grateful for hearing that out of your story, and I don't know if you feel like I 
heard the right thing, from what you shared, but that was something that I got from 
it, so thank you. 
 
1:00:25 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Oh I- you know, thank you. I… I had a 
conversation this morning with a… with a certain faculty member, and… [Sam 
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affirms] and she and I worked on a… on a case together when Philando Castile was 
shot, and… [Sam affirms] that was about four years ago, right, that was four years 
ago, and I… During the time when we were there, I was like, “Yo, [inaudible], you are 
not ta- [cuts off] you’re not addressing the pain, you're not addressing this, you’re 
simply trying to fix this here.” And I kept saying like, “What about the policies that 
were put in place? What about St. Anthony policing Falcon Heights?” There is a 
difference [Sam affirms] between St. Anthony policing Falcon Heights and 
Minneapolis policing not-Minneapolis. The difference is very simple. St. Anthony 
police were invited to police Falcon Heights outside of their community. Just keep all 
of these, you know, weird people from coming into our community. [Sam affirms] 
Not Minneapolis, St. Paul- [cuts off] not- [cuts off] not- [cuts off] Minneapolis police, 
police their community. The difference… the difference is that, “You are a criminal 
here.” “No, no, no, you are… you are innocent, we’re just going to keep people out of 
your innocent community.” [Sam affirms] Two different approaches to policing, and I 
was trying to get them to understand that. [Sam affirms] As a result, people were 
indifferent to the number of color who have been stopped, to the number of people 
of color who have been given tickets for simple things like headlights out, brake 
lights not working, you didn’t put a turn signal. [Sam affirms] All kinds of ways they 
made sure that that society, community’s protected. 
 
1:02:43 And when Philando Castile was shot, I’m like- [cuts off] I asked the question, I 
said, “Did… did the officer actually pull the trigger, or did we all help him” [Sam 
affirms] “…pull the trigger?” At first it was like “What the hell are you talking about? I 
wasn't there, I didn’t shoot him!” [Sam affirms] But in the process of asking that 
question, and continuously exploring that, and being denied by… by my colleagues, 
it’s like, “Why do you always have to ask those type of questions, you know, can we 
move on to action?”  Yeah, you… you can, you can repair the leak in the ceiling, but I 
need to know what's at the roots level. [Sam affirms] And, suddenly the community 
started to discover, “Wait, Falcon Heights’ original deeds say that you cannot sell this 
property to Black people. I mean, it says on that deed, right? Like… [chuckles] 
Communities were considered, you know, were… were- [cuts off] Communities of 
color are kept out of that community, like, it's a sundown city. [Sam affirms]  
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Yep, yep. 
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1:04:06 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): You can’t go in there. And people 
began to discover that this brother was stopped, like, forty-some-odd times. The 
mayor, and all the community ever asked, “Who are being policed in our 
communities?” [Sam affirms] Never asked all of the upstream questions, and our 
team was invited, and this particular faculty member, she was like- [cuts off] she 
constantly said, “No, no, no, no.” And today, nearly four years later, in a Zoom 
meeting, she tells me that, “You know, Raj, you always asked that question. I never 
paid attention to what you said. And only today I realize that we really failed. We 
didn’t ask those questions; we came in there to do a job. You never showed up to do 
a job.” [Sam affirms] “You came to do value-centeredness.” Right, like, literally didn’t 
say sorry or anything, [chuckles] but… [Sam affirms] And you are like, “Wow…” 
Because you keep asking those kinds of questions. And I’ve… and I’ve alienated 
people, people got mad, people didn't want to do work because I’m not a circle 
keeper… [Sam affirms] [vehicle loudly rumbles by for several seconds] All kinds of 
ways that people have, you know, tried to decenter you, disenfranchise you, 
stigmatize you, label you. Like, whatever man, I’m just gonna keep doing… keep 
doing. So yeah it… it just happened today… 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Wow… 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): I… I’m still like, “Wow.” 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Wow. 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): I mean what? Really? 
 
1:06:36 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): That’s… [laughs] that’s a- [cuts 
off] I mean… I'm glad that we got to have this conversation today, because that's sort 
of… That's all here… [Raj affirms] with us, yeah. [Sam sighs] Thank you. 
 
1:06:56 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah. That’s the other way, Sam, you 
know, that's the other place that people don't realize that, when you’re doing 
restorative circle-process work, you’re doing heart work, like not- [cuts off] Criminal 
justice does hard work, it’s like, it’s a… it's a system set up for prosecutors to fight 
their case. the defense attorneys to- [cuts off] sort of this adversarial culture. [Sam 
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affirms] That’s the criminal justice system. Do not equate that, do not juxtapose that 
with restorative practice work. 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): No, it's insulting. 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah. So, yeah, it’s… [silence] you know, it’s… 
it's very limiting. 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Mmm, “limiting.” Yeah. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
 
1:07:56 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Hi everybody, I'm Sam Koltes, 
and I'm your host for the Honoring Your Mentors segment. This is inspired by the 
podcast Irresistible, formerly known as Healing Justice Podcast, where instead of 
breaking for messages from sponsors, they give guests an opportunity to shout out 
projects and related work within the community. Our segment is slightly different, in 
restorative justice spaces, you'll often hear folks name mentors, elders, and 
communities who help form our voices and who we bring with us. This bit is just an 
opportunity to pause and have guests bring those voices in. 
 
1:08:38 So, to our guests, who mentored you and are with us here today? 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
 
1:09:49 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah, oh yeah, my teachers are my 
daughters. [Sam affirms] I mean, both… both beautiful people who have… [long 
pause] you know, who have forgiven me… 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): [sighs] hmm 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Who have really embraced me… [long pause] 
I am… I am eternally grateful, I cannot… cannot tell you how grateful I am that they 
have accepted my messiness, and… and so they are my… my greatest teachers… they 
are my greatest teachers. You know, we… we have- [cuts off] in our relationship, we 
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have… we have friendship, we have camaraderie, we, you know, we… we just… we just 
can hang together like crazy. [Sam affirms] And so they have… they have taught me, 
they have allowed me to walk with them. So yeah, they… they are my greatest, 
greatest teachers, mentors, role models. 
 
You know, I- [cuts off] There are… there are many that I also consider as role models 
and as mentors and… [cuts off] even when I was struggling with my own sexual 
orientation, and, so… so what is this? And there are many who took time to help with 
that, [Sam affirms] and… and never really say there was something wrong with you. 
And… and I'm the one who thought something was wrong with me, so… so hitting 
alcohol and drugs, like, helped me numb those kinds of thoughts. [Sam affirms] 
 
1:11:27 So, um… [long pause] so, there are… there are many that I was- [cuts off] who’s 
shoulder that I am standing on, and… and so to name them all would be… would be 
difficult, if not impossible, but I… I am standing on a lot of people’s shoulders, I’m not 
here thinking, like, I’ve self-made, [Sam affirms] like that’s… that’s the biggest myth 
and lie that has been fed, because it fits this… this narrative, “self-made…” [Sam 
affirms] And I’m like, “Nope, not self-made at all.” Nothing about me, nothing about 
who I am today is self-made. Everything about me is a journey, walking with all, like, 
so many beautiful people. So… so yeah, I… I don’t- [cuts off] and many of them don't 
want to be heroes, and sheroes, and theyroes. [Sam affirms] They just simply wanna 
be. I wanna walk with you, [Sam affirms] “and just be in relationship with you. So 
yeah, I wanna thank a lot of them… a lot of them. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in] 
 
1:13:09 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Thank you for bringing your 
mentors into the space with us. Now let's go back to our previous conversation and 
continue. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in and out] 
 
1:13:21 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): The… the way you see restorative justice 
connect to queerness or experiences of people with LGBTQIA2S+ identities, and… 
and I- [cuts off] A lot of times, because queer identity is so disenfranchised, it doesn't 
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end up being part of a, like, programatized conversation. And what I really 
appreciate about restorative practice is that it doesn't have to be- [cuts off] it 
shouldn't even be necessarily in like a program[med] setting always. So that… that 
fits to me, the connection between restorative practice and queerness. What do you 
see being the possibilities with restorative practice as it relates to queer justice? I 
don't know if we've explicitly had that conversation yet. 
 
Maybe not… You know, for me- [cuts off] So queerness, or LGBTQ, has always be- 
[cuts off] plus, LGBTQ+ communities have always been sexualized, [Sam affirms] 
have been sexualized, you know, as if, like, heterosexual people don’t have sex, [Sam 
affirms] don’t think about sex. It’s like, “Oh, no, no, they’re always having sex.” Like, 
where is that coming from? 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Right! [laughs] 
 
1:14:59 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): [inaudible] It comes from because I 
have not humanized them. [Sam affirms] I have stripped them of their humanity 
and their personhood. And so now I can objectify them, and say, “Oh, you’re gay so 
that means you're just having sex, that's all.” [Sam affirms] “You’re queer? Okay.” And 
it's like, wait, they work, they sleep, they have relationship problems, they pay for 
housing, they go to school, they… they rise up in… in achievements…. But it's my 
limited understanding of their personhood-ness [Sam affirms] that allows me to 
think of them only as just in this one context of, like, “sexual being.” And so, when we 
allow for that… we allow for that, we allow for all of the treatment that comes with it. 
[Sam affirms] 
 
1:16:12 So, queer justice is about human justice, it’s about transformative justice, so… 
so it’s about restorative practices. So, talking about queer justice in particular, one 
has to understand how that community, that family, have been set aside because 
they didn't fit that whiteness, that centeredness, that heterosexual-ness, all of those 
themes, and they have been marginalized and kicked out here. And… and so now, 
you know, queer justice is coming into the framework and de-centering this. And 
there's a lot of fear! [Sam affirms] There’s a lot of fear, people are clinging on to this. 
And now, this centeredness is also informed by dogma, [Sam affirms] so-called 
dogma that says that, “If y-” [cuts off] “This is the way God meant for you to be in a 
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relationship with each other, and if… It has to be, you know, two this… this way, and 
you are not… You don't fit here.” So now I have like this solid, like, some… some person 
up there, or down here, who has the moral authority. I’m like [hesitantly] “I don't 
know, I don't even know what that moral authority looks like.” [Sam affirms] And 
yeah, there's a framework, people are “Oh, no, no, I know what they [gibberish],” they 
have opinions. [Sam affirms] Like, “Oh wow… That's interesting. Like, wow your… your 
moral authority is like… [it] looks like you. Oh, I see, right… that’s how you’re like. 
Okay…” You start to question like, “Really? Like, wow…” [Sam affirms] 
 
1:18:19 There are so many living things out there that many Indigenous cultures 
have… have said- [cuts off] have created totems because they want to worship 
certain values and qualities about these… these creatures. [Sam affirms] Because 
some- [cuts off] some people have birds as their totems, the kangaroo as a totem, 
leopards, and, you know, tigers, and elephants… all have certain values and they've 
tapped into those values to create their totem. [Sam affirms] And yet we, in this 
Western, sort of, whiteness culture, have this monolithic understanding of what that 
person [inaudible]. 
 
1:19:03 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): [sarcastically] And we know 
that God is white, and he has a penis, that’s… 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yes. 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Yeah… 
 
1:19:09 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): So, for me queer justice is saying, “No, 
hell no! We're going to disrupt that, we’re going to de-center that,” [Sam affirms] 
“and we’re going to continue to work on that. We're going to show up.” And you’re 
like “Yes! [hands clap] Please [hands clap] come [hands clap],” [Sam affirms] “you 
know, come be in this space [inaudible].” This… this idea is choking us, it’s suffocating 
people… it’s suffocating people. Isn’t that beautiful that today we can easily say, “My 
gender pronoun is he/him/they,” [Sam affirms] and not have to worry about looking 
around and saying, “Who's looking at me weird?” But that's only happening 
downstream, it's not [hands clap] an upstream [hands clap twice] thing [hands 
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clap], work [Sam affirms] We need to do this down here, so we are not pulling out 
bodies anymore there. 
 
1:20:09 So… I'm really excited about, you know, what- [cuts off] the… the concept, the 
construct of queer justice; elevating love, and voice, and presence, and spirit of this 
community that is so often… is marginalized, you know, is pushed to the margins. 
And even in, you know, in terms of constructs, like, you know, history, being 
represented, they’re not even continuously being represented unless someone does 
their own research. [Sam affirms] You say, “Wait a minute, those-” [cuts off] Bayard 
Rustin was part of the civil rights movement, but because he was gay, we push him 
aside. Without that mastermind, [the] civil rights movement wouldn't have reached 
the height it reached. [Sam affirms] And yet, because people quote this bro- [cuts 
off] you know, James Baldwin. Today people are re-reading James Baldwin’s work, 
and James Baldwin was unapologetically a member of the LGBTQ community- [cuts 
off] [LGBTQ]plus community. 
 
Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): mmm, mmhmm 
 
Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): And he was disenfranchised, [Sam affirms] 
even by… you know, people… people in the civil rights movement wanted to cancel 
him out. [Sam affirms] And yet, he stood his ground and he, you know, what does he 
say, “When we-” [cuts off] “We can disagree and still love each other, unless your 
disagreement is rooted in my oppression,” [Sam affirms] “and denial of my humanity 
and my right to exist.” [Sam affirms] When that is- [cuts off] that is a point where I 
cannot- [cuts off] That's no longer disagreement, that is a… that is what leads to 
genocide. [Sam affirms] That leads to indifference, and to, “Yeah, you can go kill 
them, that’s alright. You can put them in a gas chamber, you can chop them off, you 
can burn them.” And I- [cuts off] It’s… it’s okay to disagree, but when that 
disagreement become[s] oppressive, we got… we gotta all stand up and say, “No 
more.” [Sam affirms] 
 
1:23:15 Yeah, for me, the excitement is like… it’s… it’s crazy, right? Like… I'm so excited 
that we're talking about this, when Conner said this, when you said this… “Wait, yes! 
Why… why didn’t we do this 10 years ago?” Why is that like… like a page in some 
restorative justice work, “Oh, let's talk about race today, we're going to have one 
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page.” [Sam affirms] “Let's talk about LGBTQ communities. Let’s just have one page.” 
And it’s a bestseller? Like, how's that? 
 
1:24:00 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): It misses the point! [laughs] 
 
1:24:04 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): So, it… it's so interesting how those of 
us who want to do work like this are often told, “Eh, well, I don’t know if that’s 
restorative justice work…” [Sam affirms] I’m like, “What?” So, so yeah, for me… for me 
it's time for us to liberate this concept, construct, and not academically continue to 
define what it is. [Sam affirms] When academia continues to define it a certain way, 
we are not liberated. We need to take it out. It's much deeper, much, much, much 
rooted in… in community’s wisdom. [Sam affirms] And some… some academic 
knowledge, it is not, it's much, much deeper, and much, much relational-based for it 
to be for it to be confined in some books. [Sam affirms] 
 
1:25:31 You know, Sam, one of the things that I learned from you, and watching you 
work, is that you have a sense and sensibility. When people are struggling and 
fighting with each other, you don't just ask the basic questions, you go deeper, and 
you humanize them. And I’m seeing that, I've seen you do that. And… and when you 
limit restorative practices, the way you do it, you… you're saying, like, “What, are we 
just going to tap into what caused the problem and fix the problem?” [Sam affirms] 
And you're, like, going down further and further, you're asking, you're building 
relationship with them, and they start to come and talk to you about this struggles 
at home, and that, and all… all of these manifested itself into this behavior that you 
just saw. [Sam affirms] And you never allow yourself to stay there. And I think that's 
queer justice, that is restorative justice, that is transformative justice. [Sam affirms] 
[silence] Because if my… my way of being is not exacted, I'm going to come here and 
swing. [Sam affirms] I'm going to come in and swing, I'm going to come in, fight. 
That's how I express myself. I drank. [Sam affirms] [silence] So yeah, I’m… I’m deeply, 
deeply moved, and deeply committed to… to this work with you, and with Conner, 
and many others. [silence] Because it matters, because it really matters. [silence] It 
matters. 
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1:27:55 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): Mmm. It feels… it feels really 
healing, in some ways, to be able to have these conversations at this point, because… 
I'm connecting what I have always loved about queer community with some of the 
things that you're saying about, particularly, like, decentering and not being 
comfortable, because I think queerness makes people who don't understand it and 
don't want to look deeper very uncomfortable. And I think a real major tenet of 
queer identity is that you can't look at something and know what it is. And… and I 
think that that's really, really true with behaviors that are harmful, or that are likely 
looking at a symptom of something that's not being fully seen. And I think bringing… 
bringing queerness and queer theory, and like that… that value of looking beyond 
what you can observe easily is… is really, really transformative, and very, very queer to 
me. So, I'm… I… I think you've addressed it, and I think you really hit it with that, and 
I'm glad that we got to talk about it. 
 
1:26:36 Raj Sethuraju (He/him & They/them): Yeah, I am too, I’m… You know, I’m 
reminded of this story of a rabbi in the Hasidic tales. You know… He walks into the 
classroom one day, looks at his- [cuts off] the pupil there, and said- [cuts off] and just 
simply asked them a question, like, “How do you know when the night has ended, 
that the day has begun?” And the class is like, “Uhhhhh, okay… That’s kinda easy…” 
[Sam affirms] “[inaudible] question…” 
And so, a student is like, “Okay, I’m just gonna attempt to answer. Is that when you 
can tell the difference between a peach tree and a fig tree?” And the rabbi said, No.” 
They were like “Okay, wait. What?” [Sam affirms] Another student raised their hand 
and said, “Is that when you can tell the difference between animals, like a cat and a 
dog?” And the rabbi said, “No.” 
And so students are scratching their heads and just wondering, and then one 
student wondered out loud, and said, “Then how do you know?” [Sam chuckles] 
And so, the Rabbi smiled and said, “It is when you can look into the eyes of another 
person and see your brother, your sister, your mother, your relative, your siblings.” 
[Sam affirms] “That’s when you know the night has ended, and the day has begun.”  
 
1:31:41 I can look into people’s eyes and see their humanity and relate to that… that 
principle [inaudible], relate to them, and see their humanity, see my humanity in 
them, and let them see their humanity in me. That is… for me, the place that we are 
all working towards. [Sam affirms] That is transformative justice, that is queer justice, 
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because you… you’re not seeing the labels, you’re seeing the humanity. [The] Black 
community is not criminals, [Sam affirms] they are brothers, they are sisters, they are 
daughters, they are… Like, when I see animals, I don't see them as just purely as 
animals, I see this living, breathing, human, living thing that is surviving. [Sam 
affirms] And when I s- [cuts off] I’m able to see relatives in all of them, the Native 
principles that says that “these are four-legged relatives,” [Sam affirms] “these are 
winged relatives.” And it’s like… First, I laughed, because I’m like, “What… what are 
you talking about?” for the longest time, because I was centered here, I was 
centered here. And I’m like, “Wow. What a… what a beautiful way of looking at life.” 
And it really nicely informed my values. I was like, “Wow, I need that,” [Sam affirms] “I 
need that. I need to be able to see anyone and anything and see my humanity in 
them.” Yeah… [Sam affirms] I… I for me, that is the depth of this work that we are… we 
are doing, and we need to do, and it cannot be captured in a grant, and mostly not 
captured in a lot of our textbooks. [Sam affirms] [long pause] 
 
Yeah, let’s… let’s do important work, let’s do heart work, let’s do values-centered 
work. 
 
[cool, ambient music fades in] 
 
1:34:35 Sam Koltes (Co-Host, She/her & They/them): You just listened to a 
conversation between Dr. Raj Sethuraju and myself, Sam Koltes. Thank you so much 
for our guest joining us today on Envisioning Queer Justice. We are grateful for your 
voices, visions, and values. Thank you to the Hamline University Center for Justice 
and Law and PeaceFirst for their fiscal support of this project. The opinions 
expressed in this podcast solely reflect the individual speaker. 
 
The Envisioning Queer Justice Collaborative is a digital platform that seeks to disrupt 
punitive and exclusionary conceptions of justice and uplift people in the queer 
community who envision justice as healing creation and transformation. Through 
research storytelling and content curation and creation. We offer resources to bring 
people together for safer, more inclusive and liberated communities to read our 
research findings from the LGBTQ plus youth circles community tool kit or curated 
resources, please go to our website, www.envisioningqueerjustice.org, and check us 
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out on social media by searching “Envisioning Queer Justice Collaborative.” Thank 
you so much for joining us. 
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